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will teach you how to:
	Defend yourself from
preschooler supervillains

	Interview and hire
sidekicks

	Find a good battle cry

	Customize your
Secret Lair

	Make your own jetpack
	Battle costume wedgies

	Learn hand-to-hand and
foot-to-butt combat

T

his hilarious book even tells you how to become a
supergenius! (We’d explain it here, but you wouldn’t
understand—yet!)
In these pages, you will snicker at superhero humor,
snort at the Ten Lamest Superpowers, or just sneeze if
you’re allergic to its superawesomeness.
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So are you feeling better about yourself? Good! Now let’s see about getting
you another superpower. After all, it’ll make fighting crime a lot easier. And having a superpower doesn’t hurt—unless you have the power to feel pain better
than anyone else. Then having a superpower would hurt. A lot!

Superpowers!

Pop Quiz

The Superpower King!
This character has more superpowers than any other superhero.
He is:

H

ey, did you know you already have a superpower? No? Then it sounds like
we need to work on your self-esteem.
So imagine you were reading this sentence six hundred years ago. That
would’ve been a superpower. No, not because you traveled through time. It’s because six hundred years ago, almost nobody could read!
And anytime you can do something most people can’t, that’s your superpower.
For example, I can brush my teeth with either hand. Not bad, huh? And I bet you
have unusual skills too.

1. Superman
2. J’onn J’onzz, the Martian Manhunter
3. Spider-Man

Answer: J’onn J’onzz can read minds, become invisible,
shape-shift, and create illusions. He also has X-ray vision,
telekinesis, superstrength, superhearing, invulnerability, and he
can fly. And I’m not even going to mention his vortex breath.
Finally, J’onzz has a pet dog named Jupiter. (Maybe someday
this will make sense to me.)

Not Very Amazing Fact! You may be wondering
how to pronounce a crazy Martian name like J’onn
J’onzz. Well, it sounds like this: John Jones. (Yeah.
Real crazy.)
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Now keep in mind that even “good” superpowers can have drawbacks. Like
Spider-Man once said: “My powers! What a joke! I sometimes think they’ve proven to be nothing but a curse!”
What was Spider-Man talking about? To find out, take a look at the pros and
cons of—

The 15 Most Popular Superpowers!
1. Superstrength

As a child, Bart King discovered he could
punch people into outer space. (Sadly, he lost a
lot of friends that way.) Today, Bart is one of the
world’s leading superhero experts. He’s also
written these other smart and funny books:
The Big Book
of Boy Stuff
“Genuinely funny.”
—Publishers Weekly
“Highly creative,
informative, and fun.”
—School Library
Journal
The Big Book
of Girl Stuff
“Highly recommended.”
—Children’s Literature

Advantage: A tight lid on the pickle jar will never stop you again!
Disadvantages: People will constantly ask you to help them move
furniture. (And just try playing Jenga without losing.)
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The Big Book of
Gross Stuff
“Laugh-out-loud funny.”
—School Library Journal
“Rating: A” 
—PBS
The Big Book
of Spy Stuff
“Contains a lot of
interesting facts and
snappy stories mixed in
with the silliness.”
—Oregonian

The Pocket Guide
to Mischief
“A page-turner, plain and
simple . . . a great way to
get kids reading.”
—Education.com
Bart’s King-Sized
Book of Fun
Cute! A Guide to All
Things Adorable
The Pocket Guide
to Boy Stuff
The Pocket Guide
to Brilliance
The Pocket Guide
to Games
The Pocket Guide
to Girl Stuff
The Pocket Guide
to Magic

You can find out everything there is to know
about Bart by visiting www.bartking.net.

